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TO THE EIGHT HONOURABLE AJUB

EIGHT EEVEEEND

THE LORD BISHOP OF LONDON.

My Lord,

I feel it an honour to have your Lordship's

permission to dedicate to you this Third and improved Edition

of my Methodizatiox of the Hebrew Verbs;— a per-

mission conceded, I need hardly say, on much higher tlian

personal grounds, from an earnest desire,—on your Lordship's

part,—to promote the acquaintance of the Clergy and of Church-

men generally with the Original Scriptures.

It is the happiness of the United Church of England and

Ireland, my Lord, to have at this juncture in the See of

London, a prelate not only far-seeing and profound ; wisely deter-

mined to oppose, within his jurisdiction, his great authority

to any identification of the Christian religion with the dregs of

pharisaism on the one hand, or with the conceits of neology

on the other ; to any reduction of the grand Anglican ideal,

so sound and practical, to a system of priestcraft with the

South, or of rationalism with the North; but erudite, perspica-

cious, and discriminative,—of a very high order of intellectual

eminence,—and, what is of infinitely greater moment, of deep

experimental piety. To enjoy the impriviatur of so eminent a

divine, and of so ripe a scholar, encourages me on this occasion to

add, that it would be a great day for the Church of England,

while she plainly articulates her repugnance to ministrations in

a tongue " not understanded of the people," if she could exclude

from the reading desk the use of any Old Testament but one in

the original Shemitic dialects,—of any New Testament but one

in the original Greek,—and suffer none to be her Clergy who



could not read such documents into English, as printed English,

off hand. Such a day would see drones expelled from the services

of the Church, and the people won from the assumptions of the

ignorant, which can scarcely be less painful to "orthodox dissenters"

than to ourselves. I am not without hope that that day is at

hand. Will your Lordship bear with me if I venture to

think that this little book, under such noble sponsorship, will

tend to such a consummation. And if so, though small in

bulk, it will be mighty in operation, and subserve vastly more

than lingual potency—it will tend to the removal of all the moral

evils that afflict mankind. These multiplied evils have one source

—ignorance of the Scriptures. They admit biit of one remedy,

univeftal acquaintance with, and therefore, love and veneration

for them; and acquaintance with the Scriptures never will be

universal, until all the learned can and do habitually read them

for themselves in their original forms.

\yiiile I thus speak, I feel myself at the same time bound,

in truth and justice, to exempt your Lordship from any sort of

identification with the opinions or the views, which I have here

taken the liberty to express. I have no doubt that your position

will awaken a more lively attention to what I have advanced,

but as it is simply and entirely my own, it can only pretend to

favour if absolutely excellent and practicable, and must be under-

stood in no respect to compromise the Patron, whom it is on this

occasion, my high privilege to acknowledge.

I have the honour to subscribe myself,

^fy Lord, your Lordship's

Much obliged, and faithful humble Servant,

TRESHAM D. GREGG.

London, January/ 'J'.t. istU.



FROM THE INSCRIPTION TO THE FORMER EDITIONS.

"TO

"WILLIAM DIGBY SEYMOUR,
"ESQ., Q.C., M.P.

"kECOEDEE of NEWCASTLE, ETC. ETC.

" Were the importance of tliis little tract and its accom-

paniments to be estimated by tlieir bulk, neither should I be wise

to inscribe them with your name, nor you to be a consenting party

to the act. I think, however, that they develope a new idea,

calculated greatly to facilitate the acquisition of the sacred lan-

guage, and I have the pleasure of knowing that you appreciate

(as you are very competent to do) its intrinsic value, its origi-

nality, and its object. This, I hope, will in the eyes of the critics

excuse us both. Let me avail myself of the present opportunity

of addressing you, to say before the public, that of the truth of

which I have very great hope that I have persuaded you

—

namely, that the greatest reform in the world would be one

which should make a thorough acquaintance with the Word of

God the object of the education of all classes. A learned acquain-

tance with the original Scriptures for the rich, a perfect acquain-

tance with the Scriptures in the vernacular for the poor,—here

is the proper object of education. Followed out, it would render

our higher orders universally wise, generous, liberal—our lower

orders contented, laborious, aspiring,—all kindly alFectioned one

towards another. I believe that this reform would rectify most

of the evils of society, and renovate literature, philosophy, and

art. As tending, by the simplification of some of the more em-

barrassing particulars of the elements of the Hebrew language to

promote the object here stated, I place this trifle first in your

hands, as evidence of the high regard I bear towards you."

"London, I9th October, 1852."



PEEFACE.

The learned reader will be pleased to recollect, that the tables

here submitted to his approbation do not profess to be more than

an aid towards the attainment of tliat full and perfect informa-

tion "which can only be acquired by the diligent study of the

best grammarians and a constant reading of the Hebrew Bible.

I may be pardoned for stating, that the arrangement of the

Hebrew Verbs here set forth was made by me some years ago,

and the explanation sketched at the same time. Of the value

of the former 1 have had the most ample experience : for the

imperfections of the latter 1 beg to apologize. It is exceedingly

difhcult briefly to explain with pen and ink a thing which in a

viva voce conversation may be made quite clear in a few minutes.

As aforesaid, however, those pages were written and this metho-
dization made years ago, and lay by me for my own sole use.

But lately conversing on the importance and grandeur of Hebrew
literature with a learned and accomplished friend,—whose com-
petence to judge on such a subject, the public, were I allowed to

mention his name, would at once admit,—I spoke of my tables,

and subsequently showed them to him. Struck and pleased, he
said, " You should publish—they would do good." Respecting
his opinion, I have acted on his imprimatur, and only hope that

my Mcthodlzation may tend, however slightly, towards the pro-

motion of an object for which I have otherwise not a httle

laboured—that is, to make the original writings of David and
Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, the sacred prophets, poets,

and historians, "classics" in our schools. Hero is, indeed, a
consummation devoutly to be wished, and one to the accomplish-
ment of wliich the greatest powers would be well devoted.

I speak with t<ileral)le certainty in saying, that iu the study
of these tables a student will learn the Hebrew Verbs more per-
fectly in a few hours than he could possibly do in years without
them. Kxperienco will warrant the confidence with which the
statement is niiide. It rests upon the natui-c of things.

If the books in a library be scattered on a iloor, can they be
.'udiiy made use of? Will not the dilliculty of reference existre



ii" they be badly arranged, or not wisely ? The perfection of

arrangement will be one in svhicli there shall be one place for all,

a proper place for each, and each in its proper place. This per-

fection our tables realize. Here the subject matter is both

systematized and arranged.

I am sufficiently sanguine to hope that the superiority of the

idea thus embodied will lead to its general adoption.

The idea is tliis, A-iz., the variating from one triliteral on a

single sheet the numerous classes of Hebrew Verbs. Katal, the

triliteral here employed, has many advantages, not the least being,

that, as this root is that made use of by the grammarians to illus-

trate the A'erbj not merely in the Syriac and Arabic, but also in

other Oriental dialects, its use tends to show the nature of the

relation wbicb these languages in this particular bear to the

Hebrew. But there would be no essential difference should the

idea be worked out on another root.

As my object has been to avoid all unnecessary repetition,

I have omitted giving a place to the Infinitives. It might, how-
ever, be an improvement to introduce them where they deviate

from the general rule, and this, perhaps, should it prove that in

labouring to be brief I have become obscure, I may do hereafter.

In the answers to the questions set down to exemplify, I have
in most cases preferred the use of the English letters, as mere
suggestion is the object. It is the study of the tables themselves,

rather than the explanation, which will satisfy and instruct. In

this study there will be seen a very remarkable symmetry in the

subject, not less calculated to affisrd pleasure to the mind which is

disposed to take an interest in such matters than to assist the

memory in the retention of details. For example, it is the first

and last of the irregular paradigms which assume the very short u

in the Infinitives and Participles of Hophal. The strong simi-

larity between the third and fourth forms will not fail to be
observed, and, as might be expected, several verbs in actual

reading will be found which belong to both classes. It is the

three middle forms of the irregulars which have the rotund vowel
sound in the ult. of the Futures and Imperatives; o belonging to

the first and third of them and u to the middle. The first syllable

of the Futures and Imperatives of Hiphil are always alike, and
always a ; except in one form, in which they are a. !Many

analogous observations will be made by the student, tending to

assist him in his endeavours to master the difficulties admitted to

belong to the subject.



PREFACE
TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

The fact that the whole impression of the First Edition of this

Metiiodization has been sold off in little more than a month,

affords the most satisfactory proof of its suitableness to the wants

of those engaged in the study of the Hebrew tongue. It will

be found in the schoolroom a complete " Hebrew Made Easy."

February 9, 1853.

PEEFACE
TO

THE THIPvD EDITION.
^

A CONSIDERABLY larger Edition of this Methodization than

the First having been sold off, and being now out of print, with

a steadily increasing demand, this Third Edition is now presented

to the pubhc. The Tables have been reduced in size, and

may now be consulted without the annoying process of unfolding,

with the liability to wear and tear that that process involves

—

and not only so, but two sets are given, one of which may be cut

out and aflixed within the covers of the Hebrew Bible which the

reader has in use. Thus it will be found to answer the purpose of

a Claris Hcbraira, that will unlock every anomaly of the Hebrew
Verb. The Author is obliged to state that he was a loser to a

considerable extent by the two former Editions. This Third,

issuing from the accurate Hebrew press of the Messrs. Bagster,
in a much improved, and more lasting form, necessitates a higher

rate of charge. The Author, liowever, has the warrant of most
competent judges for saying, that the possession of his Manual
will supersede the necessity for an outlay in other elementary

books, and that to so great an extent as to render its purchase

'

an economy.

London, January 28, 18G1.



EXPLANATION
OF THE

TABLES.

FIRST, OF THAT OF THE PERSONAL
CHARACTERS.

This first of the two Tables of the Hebrew Verbs

gives a digest or arrangement of the personal charac-

ters (that is, of those marks which distinguish the

persons in the various moods, tenses, genders, and

numbers), of the regular Yerbs. It is not intended, of

course, to supersede the study and use of the Grammar.

The object of the table is, when the Grammar has been

studied and understood, to present in a narrow compass

to the eye the various particulars with resj)ect to the

Yerb, as to its persons, in their numbers and genders,

which particulars the Grammar instructs us in, and so

to present them, that the recollection of them may be

facilitated.

This table does not give the conjugational characters

at all ; they may, however, be seen in the " regular"

compartment of the second table. The seven conjuga-

tions must be learnt memoriter from the Grammar,—

I

mean, by constant repetition of the preterites of Kal,

Kiphal, Pihel, Puhal, Hiphil, Hophal, and Hithpahel,

in a great variety of Yerbs. An equal familiarity it

would be well to obtain with the futures, imperatives,

infinitives, and participles, with a readiness in varying
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through the persons, numbers, and genders, all the parts.

Our table will enable the learner with a glance to recall

those easily-forgotten particulars which are involved in

the operation. By the help of it those particulars which

belong to the person, gender, and number, will in a short

time become impressed upon the mind's eye perpetually,

or, at least, so as to be readily, if they be forgotten, by

reference to the table, impressed again.

^ The Preterites^ in their Genders and Numbers.

The first division of the table is this

:

3d Plur.



n

Hithkattel. (The last I enumerate with the rest with-

out distinction, although a trisyllable, nor needs it any

particular mention hereafter, as it is always the most

regular in form and the easiest of the conjugations.)

And since the two vowels are variable, they are denoted

by two stars, thus '^ *. The stars indicate that the

vowels depend on the conjugations, and vary accord-

ingly.

The third singular femhiine has two fonns, one for

Hiphil, and the most usual H^
. ^. It consists of

three syllables; the first varies with the conjugation,

and is accordingly denoted by a star ; the second is
.

,

Sheva, the very short e ; and the third, n^ . Thus

this person and gender in the several conjugations of

7p|t) are (in English characters) Katelah, Xiktelah,

Kittelah, Kuttelah (then comes Hiphil, which is pecu-

liar), afterwards Hoktelah, and lastly (Hithpahel),

Hithkattelah.

The other form belongs to Hiphil, just mentioned,

and its vowel points are uniformly H ;:;c:, as

riTLDpn. As the table takes it as 2??v concesso that

the first vowel is variable, it does not designate it, but

it intends to denote the second, and so it introduces

the yod, indicating that in Hiphil the penultimate is

not the short e, but the long i, \ , as Hiktilah, Hiph-

kldah, Hiktivah, etc. The ^ is printed in red type, to

indicate that in this particular Hiphil is exceptional.

Next comes the second singular masculine, thus,

rirr ^ ; here the ult. and penult, are constant, "viz.,

r^~rr~, and the first syllable varies with the conju-

gation as before, and is, as before, denoted by the star.

Next, the second singular feminine is underneath

the masculine, thus, ^Ir^V? ^^^i ^^ before, the ult.

and penult, are constant, and the first variable.
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The same exactly may be said mutatis mutandis as

to the first singular, first plural, and second plural.

We need not, therefore, repeat.

It will be seen that the first persons in both numbers

and the third plural have but one form for both genders.

What was said as to the third singular feminine

exactly applies to the third plural, and need not here

be repeated. As these two parts of the Verb end in

vowels, the same law governs them.

Now for the use of the table. We give the com-

mand, " Go through the second plurals feminine of all

the conjugations of 2^7|i to roll." You keep your

eye fixed on that division of the table, viz., jH
. . ^ ,

and at once say, Palashten, Niphlashten, Pillashten,

Pullashten, Hiphlashten, Hophlashten, Hithpallashten.

" Say the last in the masculine ? " You change the

glance of the eye, and answer, " Hithpallashtem.

"

"First singular?" Hithpallashti; "Kal?" Palashti;

"Niphal?" Niphlashti. " Third -singular masculine?"

Niphlash. " Feminine ? " Niphleshah ;
" Hiphil,"

Hiphllshah, etc. And thus any Verb can be easily

varied through all the parts of the Preterites of all

the conjugations, as very little practice will show.

II.

The Futures, in their Genders and Numbers.

We now come to the Futures, the representation

of which in the table takes greater space than the

Preterites occupied, for this reason, tliat in the Pre-

terites tlie consonantal terminations and their vowel
points were in all the conjugations (e.e.) uniform, but
in the Futures, while the consonantal marks are uniform
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(e.e.), each conjugation accompanies them with its own
peculiar vowels. In the Preterites we had - suffixes

alone, here are both prefixes and suffixes.

The following is the plan of the table referred to, seen

in one conjugation :

3d Plur.
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Answer (after referring with a glance to the con-

sonants of the future third singular masculine, and to

the vowel points of Kal).—" Yiktol."

(2.—"Puhal?"
^._u Yekuttal."

Q.—'^Hiphil?"

^.—" Yaktil."

Q._" Plural?"

A.—'' Yaktilu."

Q.—" Feminine?"

A.—'' Yakltelna."

And so on.

Thus the slightest glance at the table instantly shows

the variation rendered necessary by the question. When

.

the answers can be easily given by the table, it will be

found that its use may be discontinued.

The imperatives, infinitives, and participles come

now to be considered.

The imperatives have only one person, viz., the

second,—singular and plural. These are given in the

table in their two genders.

Puhal and Hophal want the imperative.

The infinitive is generally the same as the second

singular masculine of the imperative; it is, therefore,

to be looked for under that head, save in Puhal and

ll(^[>lial, where it is given in each case in a distinct

compartment, as those conjugations want the im-

perative.

The participles are given under the last column.

The explanations previously given of the Preterites

and Futures render it needless to say more here. Tlie

intelligent student will at once sec tlie use of the taltle.
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SECONDLY : OF THE SECOND TABLE, THAT
OF THE TEMPORAL AND MODAL

CHARACTERS.

The table entitled " Temporal and Modal Characters

of the Verbs regular and irregular," now comes to be

explained.

This table is for the purpose of showing the varia-

tions which distinguish the tenses and moods {tempora

et modi) ; that is, the characters or marks of those tenses

and moods in the principal classes of the Hebrew A^erbs,

those classes which are given in the old and ordinary

Grammars. K' all the varieties of irregular Verbs were

given, it would so enlarge and complicate the table as

to render it almost useless for the purpose it is intended

to serve, which is not to supersede the use of Gram-

mars, but to facilitate the acquisition and assist the

memory in the retention of their, in this department,

more important contents.

The uppermost division of the table, designated at the

right hand side, by the word "regular," gives the moods

and tenses of the simple and usual paradigm, /pP.

This is in many respects a desirable and unobjection-

able example. None of- its letters are affected by any

literal law, and consequently any new appearance

which any of them may take, will grow out of the laws

which govern the Verb, and exemplify them.

The ordinary paradigm, HpB, is objectionable, because

two of its consonants—the first and last—belonging to

the class called begad kephath, are affected by the dagesk

lene, and are calculated thus to embarrass the learner.

The old example, /ys, was still less suitable, for

while its first consonant was objectionable on the
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ground just mentioned, as being affected by the dagesh

lene^ its second being a guttural modified its vovrel, in

many cases, in a peculiar manner. In fact, Gesenius

would classify this paradigm as irregular.

Considered as to its letters merely, 7tpp, to HI, is

perfectly unobjectionable. But we find, as Gesenius

tells us, that it is only used in Kal, and that rarely.

Hence, though in the Grammars varied through all

the conjugations, it may be questioned whether it really

has any existence save in the first of them. The word

is, in fact, much more Chaldee or Syriac than it is

Hebrew; it is frequently used in the Chaldaic part of

Daniel. The Avell-informed reader Avill therefore not

be surprised to find it occurrent in Hebrew solely in

the Book of Job and in Ps. cxxxix., as these documents

both abound in Chaldaisms.

It is, then, on the ground of its literal desirableness

that it has been so generally adopted by the gram-

marians ; and the employment of it to illustrate the

conjugations, generally, may be regarded as a warrant

that we should make that further use of it which, as

will be immediately seen, our table does.

Of the Regular Verb, the preterites third singular

masculine, the futures first singular, the imperatives

second singular masculine, and the participles, are given

in each of the conjugations.

As the second singular masculine of the imperatives

is generally identical with the infinitives (in one or

other of the forms which they have) of their respective

conjugations, it is unnecessary to give a distinct place

to the infinitives. As, however, Pu/ial and Hophal have

no imperatives, their infinitives arc given, but in difier-

ent place, for distinction's sake.

The pupil should be habituated to run through the
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conjugations in every way. For example :
" Through

the conjugations in the Preterites?" Katal, Niktal,

Kittel, Kuttal, Hiktil, Hoktal, Hithkattel. "In the

Futures?" Ektol, Ekkatel, Akattel, Akuttal, Aktil,

Oktal, Ethkattel. "In the imperatives?" [Kat5l],

Ketol [or Ketal] (those additional forms in brackets

do not appear in the table, but will have been learnt

in the Grammar, and will be suggested by the form

given), Hikkatel, Kattel, Puhal carets Haktel, Hophal

caret^ Hithkattel. "The Participles?" Kotel and

Katiil, Niktal, Mekattel, Mekuttal, Maktil, Moktal,

Mithkattel. "Tenses and moods of Kal?" Katal,

Ektol, Ketol, Kotel, Katul. "Of Niphal?" Niktal,

Ekkatel, Hikkatel, Niktal. And so on through the

other conjugations.

The persons, numbers, and genders can be found

by referring to the former table, that of "personal

characters."

However, as the part of the table already described,

that illustrative of the regular Verbs, is of usual

occurrence in the Grammars, the reader will have no

difficulty about it.

The remainder of the table, however, is quite peculiar.

It exhibits paradigms of the irregular Verbs ; that

is, as aforesaid, of those classes of them generally given

as such in the Grammars.*

These will be found in the seven compartments

running across the table, which follow underneath the

* In truth, these Verbs, though denominated irregular, are not so. They

would be designated with much greater propriety <• regulated Verbs," than

irregular ones. They are anomalous, simply because the letters which compose

them are of such a nature as, for euphony's sake, to render expedient a deviation

from the law that governs simple triliterals. This, however, is not the place to

discuss so fruitful a topic. It will be found in Ceseuius or in Lee, handled with

their usual ability.
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first compartment containing the regular Verb just

described.

It conduces to simplicity that they should be given

in the order natural to Hebrew.

In the second and third compartments we have those

afi'ected in the third radical ; in the two following, those

affected in the second radical ; and in the last three,

those affected in the first radical ; and the order of the

alphabet is followed in each case.

First, We have a paradigm of those whose third

radical is Aleph.

Secondly, Of those whose third radical is He.

Thirdly, Of those whose second radical is doubled.

Fourthly, Of those whose second radical is Shureh.

Fifthly, Of those whose first radical is Aleph.

Sixthly, Of those whose first radical is Yod ; and

Seventhly, Of those whose first radical is Nun.

In the margin will be found given the technical

denominations of these classes respectively.

That is to say: " 1st, Quiescents in the third radical,

or Lamed Aleph." 2dly, " Quiescents in the third

radical, or Lamed He." 3dly, " Defectives in the

second radical, or Gnain doubled." 4thly, " Quiescents

in the second radical, or Gnain Vau." 5thly, '^ Quies-

cents in the first radical, or Pe Aleph." Gthly, " Quies-

cents in the first radical, or Pe Yod." And Tthly,

" Defectives in the first radical, or Pe Nun."

The peculiarity and advantage of the table lies in

this, that all these paradigms of the irregular Verbs

are constructed from the regular paradigm, 7pp.

In the first, the Lamed is changed into Aleph^ and
thus arises ^"^i^.

In tlie second, the Lamed is changed into IR\ and
thus arises HlDp.
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In the third the Teth is doubled, and thus arises tODD.

In the fourth, the Teth is changed into Yau Quies-

cent, or Shiirek^ and thus arises 7^p.

In the fifth, the Koph is changed into Alepli^ and
thus arises 7tD{<.

- T

In the sixth, the Koph is changed into Yod^ and thus

arises 7D\ And
- T

In the seventh, the Koph is changed into Nun^ and

thus arises 7l3X
- T

The advantage of this method lies in this, that these

paradigms, being all constructed on a common basis,

according to a law of variation, when once they are

learnt they cannot readily be forgotten, or, if forgotten,

can be easily recalled.

Not only so, but following out the idea, we may
hence treat all the reo;ular Verbs in the lano-najje in

the same way, and thus at once perceive the varieties

they each admit of. For example, as we thus variate

(a new word is necessary to designate the operation),

Sp,7,-viz., Spp, N^tpj-p, ntpi^, top,_S,^, ^ps*, ^p;, Sbj;

that is, as we thus o;ive the varieties of irregular Verbs

which may be connected with the triliteral 7Dp, we
may do the same with any other root.

For example, the ordinary root np3, will, if variated,

run thus, np2, N*p?, np?, p3, 13, tJ^X, ip;, ipj. Of
these two only have practical existence, namely, Hp*,

which means, "to burn," and IpJ, which means, "to

spot," or " puncture." But though this is so, it is

still interesting, if not important, to see the possible

variations of the root which might exist.

Of the variations under 7pp, two, at least are actually

found, viz., bpp, to be cut off, and SpJ, to take up or lift.

The reader will, however, remember, that the t3Dp

and the 7p2l of our table are to be regarded as simply
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paradigmatical : and for use it is more convenient,

as we shall show by and by, that we should regard

them as Englished, just in the same way (for exercise

sake, and in order to acquire perfect facility in the

management of the Hebrew Verb), as the root /tpp

with which we connect them.*

As it respects the operation of going through the

persons of the irregular Verbs, with this we do not in

this table attempt to deal. A few suggestions we con-

vey by means of red types, as explained in the next

* There are several triliterals, of which most, if not all the variations have

actual existence, although some of them are not Verbs. For example :

—

3t?'i5 audirit.
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paragraph, but for accuracy in this point a reference

to the Grammar will be essential, and a thorough ac-

quaintance with the personal variations of the regular

verbs as given in the table of " personal characters."

The Preterites in the Kal, Niphal, Hiphil, and

Hophal of tOpp, and those of Xiphal and Hiphil of

7lp, are printed in red letters, to indicate that they

follow the same law; viz., in all the persons of these

tenses in both numbers, save the third, they increase

with Cholem (or the long o) in. the penult, (in the

ultimate of second Sing. Fern.); thus,

—

^- ]niDp '- HDp nrop •
'

For an analogous, although not the same, reason, all

the Preterites of r\l2^ are printed in red letters also, for

they too have an increase.

In precisely the same place as the former they

assume Yod (*), preceded generally by Tzere (••), as

may be seen in the Grammar, and is suggested here by

the distinction in the type. These three classes have

an analogous increase in the Plurals Feminine of the

Futures and Imperatives, for which see Grammar.

The Infinitives all through Puhal and Hophal are

printed to the left of the place properly occupied by

the Imperatives, as these Conjugations want the

Imperatives. The variation through the persons of

the regulated or irregular Verbs is so exceedingly

like the some operation in the regular verb, that it

will afford no sort of difficulty to the learner. As to

any slight difference that may exist in the case, save

offering the suggestions just alluded to, we do not

undertake to elucidate it, referring the reader for satis-

faction on the point to his Grammar.
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The student, then, ^Yill exercise himself in going

through the parts of our paradigms by referring to the

analogous ones in the Grammars. XDp will be varied

precisely according to the usual example N^?
; "^P)?

will conform to hSJ; tOp to ip; hj^ to DjJ; 7Di< to (e.e.)

S:dN ; h^' to 2^'
; and StOi to :r:iJ.

The advantage of our artificial forms above those

usually adopted are of two kinds

—

1st, They will assist the memory. For they can

scarcely be forgotten if the single word 7^^p, from

which they are all formed, be remembered. But,

2dly, The learner will by their use be enabled to

perceive with much more clearness the relation which

the various forms of irregular Verbs bear to the regular

Verb, and also the way in which they stand related

to one another, than he will be by using the ordinary

examples.

Thus both the details of variation will be more readily

retained in the memory, and the rationale of those varia-

tions appear more clearly to the judgment.

Speaking generally, we may say that the anomalies

of the Verbs arise from the peculiar nature of some of

the letters that enter into them. How the peculiarity

operates will be much more obvious when its working

is made to take effect all through upon, as it were, the

same body.

To illustrate,—it tends to embarrass the conclusions

of tlie physician, that he sees the diseases with which

he has to do in almost as many different constitutions

as he has patients to attend. Could he cause these

diseases to appear consecutively in the same person,

and observe how they affected liim, he would thus be

enabled, with much more certainty, to deduce liis infer-

ences, and theorize on the subject of therapeutics, than
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under existing circumstances he can do. This illus-

tration is defective in many points, still it conveys a

thought not foreign to our subject. The intelligent

reader will oblige us by not supposing that we wish to

advance it at more than its worth. Now, it is just

this sort of advantage ice secure for our incipient

Hebrew doctor. AYe give to one triliteral corpus those

weaknesses and defects at the front, at the back, and in

the middle, ordinarily seen in some seven individuals,

who have every one of them their own peculiar infir-

mities to bear, and thus do we enable him much more

clearly to understand the philosophy of his subject 'than

he could perhaps be made to do by the old process.

It may be objected that our paradigms are artificial

—that they do not exist in reality. Now, we hold

them on this very account to be less objectionable than

the others, as a slight review of these others will show.

N^^, which answers to our ^5^P, is, as Gesenius

tells us, only found in Kal, Niphal, and Hiphil, It

may be as " bad Hebrew" to use it in the other parts

as it would be bad English to say, "I have wrote,"

"I have blew," "I seen."

TD^. answerinfT^ to our HtOp, which comes in the

second place, is aifected in the first radical by dagesli lene.

I3p, the analogue of our tD|'!D, has the Beth subject to

dagesh lene^ and from its first radical being a hissing

letter, it has a classisyncratic peculiarity in Hithpahel,

which would be i^iripH. But this conjugation in this

Verb is, as Gesenius says, not found at all; accordingly

he altogether omits it. The generality of grammarians,

not so scrupulous, give the form without respect to

its being omitted by the sacred writers ; others supply

its place by the Hithpahel of an analogous Verb.

For example, Messrs. Bagstcr have lately published a
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Grammar, by Dr. Robert Wolfe, in which, following

Dr. Lee, /?iiinn is made to do service for the un-

presentable member.

Dp, to Avhich our 7p is answerable, is not found in

Puhal or Xiphal.

7DX, answering to 7DX, wants Hithpahel, and is

one of five irregulars in the future of Kal. Moreover,

the Caph is subject to dagesh lene.

1V\^ answering to our /tOJ, is only found in Kal,

Kiphal, and Hiphil, and the Beth belongs to hegad

kephath. And
Lastly, t^'J^, which answers to our 7tpj, is not found

in Pihel or Puhal, and the gamma is affected by dagesh

lene.

Hence, by using the ordinary paradigms, you may
accustom the ear to solecisms in speech, while, at the

same time, the learner will labour under the dis-

advanta^je of havino- undesirable forms to deal with.

Whereas by emplo}ing our paradigms, you have always

exact types of the variations of the Verb before the

eye; and as the learner is all through informed that

what he is handling is simply panidigmatical in its

nature, he is fully aware that the words he employs are

merely of use to illustrate an etymological law, and is

therefore, not liable to be in anywise misled by them.

But a little consideration will show that the plan

here adopted is perfectly legitimate. Gesenius nets on

tlie principle involved in it in illustrating verbal Nouns,

as will be seen by referring to his Grammar, sections

82, 83, and 84,* and the same principle may be pro-

fitaldy i)ushed nnicli further than we have pushed it.

Por exami)le, (dl the irregular paradigms of Gesenius,

• Gescnixufs Ihbrnt Grammar, Translated /rum RuJi;;tr, by Daijamin Danes.
Cagstcr, Londuii, 1846.
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Avliich few can recollect witliout actual reference to his

book, may be based upon the regular form, 7bp, just

as we have based the seven more usual ones on it.

Taking our order they would, including those given in

our table, be thus:—Sp|^; XD|7 ; nDj"^ ; HDD; ^tDpy,

h)p, h^p', hnp; h^i^, SW; Vp;, %[-, Sb;,* Sdx
But however proper it may be in an elaborate Gram-

mar intended for the use of proficients in Hebrew to

enumerate and develop all these as irregular forms, it

is quite unnecessary to burden tyros with so great an

accumulation of redundant matter. The deviations

from the normal standard of Verbs of the classes

7tpy, 7rij!), and Htpp, are so strictly in conformity

with the laws which govern the letters, that, those laws

being known, a very little attentive consideration will

make these intelligible and easy.

That our tables may not mislead, we shall set down
a few considerations worth reflecting on.

With respect to the Infinitives, while the rule in the

regular Conjugation is that the Infinitive resembles the

second Singular of the Imperative, yet in Hiphil the

Infinitive generally afiects the longer form ending with

the V for its final vowel. With respect to the rule

in the irregular forms it has a very lax application.

In the last three of them analogy would suggest com-

plete conformity with the regular form ; and it holds

good all through. Hence the Infinitives in the Kal of

SpX, h^\, 7D3, are precisely regular; viz., /itOX, SitDJ,

and 7it3i. The last two not foliowino; the diminished

patterns seen in the Imperative. In the two pre-

* There are three varieties of these Verbs in Pe Vod

:

— 1. Those which are

originally Pe Vau ; 2, those which are originally Pe Tod ; and 3, those which

symbolize with 703. Gesenius exemplifies them by 3t^'^. 3t?\ and VV!- the

distinction between ihcm would apjiear more clear on our plan.
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ceding irregulars tOp and 7^p of the Imperatives, become

DIDp and Sip in the Infinitives. And in NDp and HDp

the Infinitives are NItOp and Hbp. Thus it will be seen

that in all verbs the Infinitives of Kal love Cholem in

the ult.

In all the other Conjugations (e.e.) of the irregular

verbs, save Hiphil, the rule holds good of identity

between the Infinitives and the second Singular of the

Imperatives. But in all the forms, regular and irre-

gular, save in those of Lamed He and Gnain Doubled^

Hiphil afiPects the ult. of its Preterite, having \ for the

Vowel. Hence the variated Infinitives of Hiphil are

S^ppn, iS^Dpn, nbpn, ^^7\^ S^pn, S^pxn, S^pin, S^tsn.

We shall now oflfer a few observations seriatim on

the variated forms.

1. Those whose last radical is X are distinguished by

always having the last vowel, in our paradigm (that

connected with X), long. If long in the regular form

it continues so ; if short it is lengthened.

2. Those whose last radical is H have the remarkable

peculiarity of retaining the same final vowel through

each of the Moods and Tenses. Thus the Preterites all

end in H^ ; the Futures all in n_ ; the Imperatives all in

n
; the Infinitives all in IT , and the Participles all (e.e.)

in n..

3. Those whose second radical is doubled will be

seen to have a close analogy to the class which follows

them. The Pihels, Puhals, and Hithpahels in both

are evidently formed by the same law. Dp, however,

will be remembered as having in tlic other Conjuga-

tions a closer and more Consonantal character than

7p. The Futures of tlie two classes in this respect

invite comparison, as also the Participles.

1. The learner will remark the relative position
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which the red letters in the three last-mentioned classes

bear to one another, narrowing from seven to two rather

inverso-pyramidically, thus,

—

This consideration, simple as it is, will easily remind

him of the distinction which he no doubt has heretofore

found it so difficult to remember, viz., that in verbs of

the form of Gnain doubled, Kal, Niphal, Hiphil, and

Hophal, take the increasing Cholem in the persons as

before stated, whereas in verbs of the form of Gnain

Vau only Niphal and Hiphil are thus varied.

5. It is to be remembered that verbs whose initial

letter is H, or PI, or J?, generally conform to the

paradigm /^^?, and that in five verbs of this class,

viz., l^ifl j^eriit^ T\'2'^ voluit^ 7^^ edit, *1^X divit, and

nSX coxif, the Aleph of the future of Kal quiesces in

Cholem, so that their futures are not according to the

paradigm nhXN*, H^iJiNJ, SbXwNt, nbSwS, and HSX^ ; but

nni<, nn«, h;ii^\ npii,' and nsw^.

6. Our paradigm only characterises one form of the

irregulars, which belong to the class Pe Yod. Ex-

tensive reading and study of the Grammar will be

necessary to lead the learner to understand the dis-

tinction that arises from the initial Yod being properly

Yod, or changed from Vau. Let him also bear it

in mind that though verbs have the irregular forms

they may be varied also regularly. Thus the regular

future of 7ipj in Kal would be /^""i^, which, to avoid

the anomaly of having the first vowel Segol preceding

Yod, would be changed into 7D^{<, and be thus varied
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through the Persons :—S'p^N ; h^'^^, ^StD^n ; Sd\\ S^^n
;

Sd^J; hp'r\,'nf?m', iSb^:, nj^Ll^n—a form of frequent

occurrence.

7. The learner will recollect that the doubling of

the second Consonant in the Hiphil and Hophal of the

last of our forms is to compensate for the Nu?! (which

is changed for euphony), and is precisely analogous to

the custom that prevails in all languages ; for example

in Latin, irrationalis for inrationalis, illatio for inlatio,

illeo-ibilis for inleo-ibilis, etc.

However, enough has been said to put the reader in

possession of my new method, and of its capability of

further development.

I can speak from experience in this matter. I was

years reading Hebrew before I could master the diffi-

culties of the Verb, or avoid the necessity of a painful,

laborious, and constant reference to the Grammar.

Having adopted the idea presented in the Tables, and

arranged them accordingly, all my embarrassment fled,

grammatical chaos gave way to a lucid order, with

respect to which forgetfulness was almost impossible,

just because the whole was the result of the simple laws

of reason, nature, and language.

However, the use of the Tables will appear more

manifest by setting down a short series of such ques-

tions as can be instantly answered by intelligently

glancing at the Tables than by any attempt to explain

them in icriting.

Perhaps it is well that ?b|^, being in the Hebrew
used in Kal alone, leaves us quite at liberty to apply

meanings to the other Conjugations which shall make
them (juoad signification to be as normal as we, in

respect of their letters, make them etvmoloiricallv to be.

Thus the Verb will mean in Kal, "to kill;" in
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Niphal, "to be killed;" in Pihel, "to kill violently;"

in Pubal, " to be killed violently;" in Hiphil, " to cause

to kill;" in Hoplial, "to be caused to kill;" and in

Hithpahel, " to kill one's-self."

These preliminaries laid down, we come to our praxis.

" Say, we shall be killed violently?" Xekuttal.

" First singular?" Akuttal.

"Hithpahel?" Ethkattel.

" Preterite ? " Hithkattalti.

"Plural?" Hithkattalnu.

" Third Person?" Hithkattelu.

"Future?" Yithkattelu Tithkattelnah.

"The English of the last word?" The women will

kill themselves.

" Say that in the form of a double Gnain?" Tith-

kottetnah.

" Of Gnain Yau ? " Tithkollelnah.

"Preterite?" HithkoUelu.

"Niphal?" Nakolu.

"Future?" Tikkolnah.

" In both genders?" Yikkolu Tikkolnah.

"First Singular?" Ekkol.

"Run through the Persons?" Ekkol; Tikkol, Tik-

koli ; Yikkol, Tikkol ; Nikkol ; Tikkolu, Tikkolnah

;

Yikkolu, Tikkolnah.

" Repeat the second Singular?" Tikkol, Tikkoli.

" Carry those through all the Conjugations?" Takul,

Takuli; Tikkol, Tikkoli; Tekollel, Tekolleli; Tekollal,

Tekolleli; Takil, Takili ; Tukal, Tukeli ; Tithkollel,

Tithkolleli.

"Yariate IDS?" Lamad, Lamaa, Lamah, Lam,

Lad, Amad, Yamad, Xamad.

"Yariate hS^?" Shalach, Shalaa, Shalah, Shal,

Shach, Alach, Yalach, Xalach.
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"Conjugate Ur\V Earn, Narom, Romem, Romam,

Herim, Huram, Hithromem.
" Conjugate IfiV ?" [This is to be done in the form

'^lOX, viz.,] Hamad, Neemad, Himmed, Hummad, Hee-

mid, Haiimad, Hithhammed.
" Through the moods and tenses of Kal?" Hamad,

Ehemod, Hem5d, Homed, Hamud.

The best possible exercises for the learner will con-

sist in, 1st, Conjugating the Preterites, Futures, Impera-

tives, and Participles of the several forms of the

irregular verbs. And 2nd, Variating each and every

part of the regular verb. This should be practised

until the processes are thoroughly discriminated, under-

stood, fixed in the memory, and rapidly deliverable by

the organs of speech.

Thus, I.

—

"Conjugate NtOj"^?"—iSbj'p, ^'^'^)^ Nt3(5, NI^j'5, N^tppH,

"Conjugate iVlDpX ? "—X^l'pK , xbj'^N*, N*t2(>sf, N^bjpX,

X^bpi^, N*D|>S\ Xgpnx.

"Conjugate .Spp?"—Xgp, Xtpj^H, NtSp, ^^g*, XgJ?n,

^K)pn*, iXtspnn.

"Conjugate Nitpp, NDp ?" f— N^tpp, iSpp ; XDp?, K^pO,

Ngp^, x'tpp/^, xtpp9, Nt2pnp.

The same process should be gone through witli the

several parts of the other irregular forms, viz., JIlOp,

• To avoid the hiatus, since they want the Imperatives, we here give, but in

different character, the Infirutivcs of Tubal and Hopbal. \Vben exercising our-

•elves or others it will be found equally improving and less embarrassing to give

the Infinitive* in these places {loco imperativorum) than to say, "Imperative Caret"

But the peculiarity must always be understood, and when proper, expressed.

t Mere and elsewhere, where the two participles of Kal occur, they are to be

riad in pairs, Hebraice, from right to left.
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^j5, ^(j?, ^^^, 7b^, and 7t3J, until the learner is quite

perfect and at home in the changes.

Again, 11.

—

"Yariate SdP?"-Sd,^, m\^, Dgp, 13,^, S,-5, hm, h^l

" VariateSltp|>Nt?"— Sltpi^S*, ^p\^^^ ntOpX, tOJp«, h)p^,

"Variate Sbp?"— Sbj"?, i^bp, np|P, bJ!?, S^i'p, Sbi<,

"Variate S^bp, ':'bp?"t— S^bj"^, *:'bp ; x^bp, Xbp;

^^bp, nbp; i:^)tpi:, ^pp; ^^d, ^p; h)m, Sb.^;

S^bv ':'bV: Sroy h^':.
IT' I" ' IT/ 1"

In the same way

—

" Variate '^bp; ?"— " SbJ^X ?"— " SbpH ?"— " Sbp^ ?"

that is severally the several parts of the Niphal of

the regular verb.

" Variate htpp ? "— " ht^pi^ ? "_ » ht^p ? "_ " h^pf2 ?"

that is severally the several parts of the Pihel of

the regular verb.

*' Variate 7bp ?
"— " ^bp« ?"— " ':'bp [the Infin.] ?

"

—"7bpO?" that is severally the several parts of

Puhal of the regular verb.

" Variate S^bpH ?"— " h'ppi< ?"— " SbpH ?"— " h't^p^ ?
"

that is severally the several parts of Hiphil of the

regular verb.

" Variate SbpH ?"— " ^bpX ?"— " ':'bpn? [the Infin.] ?"

—"7bp9?" that is severally the several parts of

Hophal of the regular verb.

" Variate hl^^pT^r^ ? " _ " ^bpm ? " — " h^pr^'Ti ? " —
"7bpnb?" that is severally the several parts of

Hithpahel of the regular verb.
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When these exercises in conjugating the several

parts of all the verbs, and in variating the several parts

of the regular, are adequately gone through, the tables

thus perfectly fixed in the memory, and the rationale

of the subject in the understanding, the learner will

find no difficulty in resolving the nature of any verb

that presents itself to him in reading the Hebrew

Bible: those anomalies of course excepted to which

no ordinary rule is applicable. The learner will see

that in conjugating the parts of the verbs, the second

table is crossed horizontally from the right hand

;

while in variating the parts of the regular verb it is

crossed perpendicularly from the top.

While the Author has felt it necessary to conform to

the established usage of the Grammarians in designating

the classes of regulated Verbs—speaking of " irregulars

in Lamed Aleph,^^ '•^ Lamed He" "Gnain doubled," etc.,

he is fully alive to the purely conventional, and

obviously objectionable character of such a system of

designation. Based upon the original employment of

the now universally exploded paradigm 7^3, the usage

is antiquated without being venerable. He submits

that a nomenclature based on his Methodization would

be in every respect superior. Thus,—" irregulars of

the form NDp,"—"of the form of Sip,"—"of the form

of 7t03," and so on throughout,—would be a form of

words at once intelligible, and which would explain

itself,—natural, and in accordance with the philosophy

of the sul)ject ; as much superior to the usage thus

ex[)lodcd, as tlie nomenclature of modern chemists to

the jargon of tlie alchymist of mediaeval times.

N.B.

—

e.e. is an abbreviation of excefit. exriiitiui.

». IIAIiNTKB AMI S01S, l.OMIOS.
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

From the Church of Enf/land Gazette.

The discussion in Dublin between our old friend, the Rev. T. Gregg, and

Father Maguirc, has terminated ; and it is agreed on all hands that the priest of

the Ancient Catholic Faith has gloriously triumphed over the wily advocate of

the new and degrading religion known by the name of Popery. The matter will

not end with the Dublin discussion ; it will be followed up, not only in Dublin,

but in England, with a power and en eray which will make Popery quail, and

skulk in the dark places of the earth. We cODgratulate Mr. Gregg on the success

of his important struggle, and on the feeling which has been manifested towards

him by bis brethren.
From the Manchester Courier.

The discussion on the tenets of the Protestant and Romish religions, be-

tween the Rev. T. D. Gregg, A.M., and the Rev. T. Maguire, is likely to result

in the utter confusion and defeat of the Romish party. Mr. Maguire cannot

fail to ha\e convinced every rational mind that he is fully sensible of the dis-

advantageous position in which he has been placed by his astute and talented

opponent.
Since writing the above, the success of the latter gentleman has been so com-

plete as to render it imperative on the civil authorities to cause him to be escorted

to the place of disputation by the police patrol, in order to protect him from threat-

ened violence.

We thiuk the Roman Catholics have exercised a sound discretion in putting

a stop to the discussion ; we hope they may profit by the lesson that has been
read to them.

From the Liverjwol Mail.

We refrain, through the want of space, from attempting any report of the

Dublin Controversy, which has so intensely engaged public attention. Our
readers, however, know that the Church of Rome had for its redoubted champion
on the occasion the ftimous Father Thomas Maguire ; and that the Protestant

Church of this land was defended by the Rev. T. D. Gregg, of Dublin. They
perhaps know that the discussion terminated rather abruptly by the Romanists
withdrawing their champion—by Father Thomas's hasty retreat from the field,

R disappointed priest and a discomfited chevalier. The letter which is found in

our columns to-day has been extorted from Mr. Gregg, in consequence of Mr.
Maguire persevering in denying his defeat. It is written in good, old, stitT, un-
compromising Saxon, and inflicts a terrible castigation on the monk. We make
bold to say, that nothing has been penned like to it since the days of Luther,
Calvin, and John Knox.

Mr. Gregg took his stand (to use his own expression) " on the platform of the
llnly Catholic Church," and that was vantage-ground, from which the boldest

tfforts of the Popish champion could not drive him. He never deserted that
ground for an instant. Father Tom felt his difficulty. Ho was not to be scared
by a bubble which would erect every individual token into a tribunal which
could roll the thunders of the Vatican ; but when Mr. Gregg proceeded to show,
»tep by step, the encroachments of Papal Rome and the catholicity of Reformed
England, then did the prii'st of the intruding faith quail under his will-adminis-
tcrcd lash, and retire vanquished from the contei-t. Mr. Gregg, by keeping his

Rround, made every blow tell—there was no recoil—there were no suicidal stabs.

If any Rood is to come of our controversy with Rome, it must be conducted with
ft due regard to the authority of that one Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of
which we express our bclitf in the Nicenc Creed.

Fniiii the Liverpool Standard.
The discuuiun has more than realised the most sanguine expectations of the

friends of true and unadulterated Chri«tianiiy. Day after day did Mr. Oreizg
moot th»> onvils and demolish the sophistries of his crafty o])pouent. The word of
trit'

'

. 1 indeed a powerful wetipnn in the hanijs of the admirable chara-
pi intisni. Fears wire enteriained when he entered the arena with
•o 'la liigirian and so eloquent n sjieaker as the doughty priest
Mftijiurt, !»ui we are proud to say that Mr Gregg has provsd himself, in every
ropect, more lltun a match for Lis opponent.



We sincerely hope that the proceedings of this triumphant discussion may
shortly be published, so as to be accessible to all classes of the community. AVe
are sure that much good may be done by their dissemination in England.

Second Notice.

That Mr. Gregg has acquitted himself with zeal, energy, and talent in the
course of this protracted discussion, is evident. But who or what has triumphed ?

Is it merely Mr. Gregg that has achieved a victory over his subtle and crafty

opponent ? Is it merely the personal triumph of one out of two acute logicians

or accomplished scholars .' No ! It is a far greater victory than this. It is the
triumph of the pui'ity of Protestantism over the complicated abominations of
Popery. It is the triumph of truth over error, and Christian knowledge over
sottish superstition— of charity over bigotry—of the immutable Word of God
over the cunningly-devised fables of the Church of Rome. The efl'c:cts of this

glorious victory will be long felt, iti Ireland especially, and throughout the
whole extent of the usurped dominion of the Papacy. A spirit of inquiry
has been already generated, which cannot but lead to the most satisfactory

results.

Fiom the Bath Chronicle.
The discussion came to an end on Thursday last, by Mr. Maguire declining

to prolong it. A wish to prevent public excitement was assigned as the reason
for bringing the matter to a conclusion, but this has tlcseivcd nobody. Tlie

public of Dublin agree that the discomfiture of the priest has been complete.
These uncloakings of the dark doings of Popery cannot but be productive of the
greatest good. There are, we are aware, well-meaning Protestants, who are
opposed to such discussions, as creating, they say, irritation on religious subjects.

But these individuals effectually play the game of the papistical priesthood, whose
object is to mine in undisturbed secrecy, until they think they may boldly operate
in open day, and who for the present dread nothing so much as the result of free

inquiry. To appeal to a Protestant in favour of religious liberty is to take him
on his most accessible side ; but to consider that it is inconsistent with liberty of
conscience to lay bare the iniquities of a system, the tendency of which is to

cripple all liberty, whether civil or religious, is a most fatal error.

From the Birmingham Advertiser

.

As we confidently anticipated, the interesting discussion in Dublin has termi-
nated in the complete triumph of the Rev. Mr. Gregg. Never was Popery .so

completely exposed in any similar controversy—never was Protestantism more
nobly or successfully vindicated. The sudden and unexpected retirement of
P'ather Maguire from the arena is sufficient evidence of the utter frustration of
the cause which he advocated.

From Feli.r Farley's Bristol Journal.
It has been out of our power to give any report of the very interesting discus-

sion which has taken place at Dublin between the Rev. Mr. Greg? and Father
Maguire; but we rejoice to say, that Protestantism has achieved a splendid
triumph, in the person of Mr. Gregg, over the errors of Popery, as represented by
the celebrated champion of the Romish Church.

From the Wakefield Journal.
Previous to the commencement of the discussion, the Protestants trembled for

the fate of their champion, fearful that he might not be equal to an encounter
with his celebrated antagonist. But the first day's controversy relieved th^
minds of the Protestants of all their fears. Their champion exhibited talent and
eloquence of the first order, an intimate acquaintance with everything bearing npoa
the subject in debate, and a .skill in bringing forward the stores of learning he
possessed, which astonished his auditory. It is not to be concealed that the
eloquent speeches of Mr. Gregg have inflicted the severest blow upon the cause
of Romanism which it has yet received.

From the Newcastle Journal.
An interesting discussion has taken pl.ace in Dublin, betwcan the Rev. T. D.

Gregg and the Rev. Father Maguire, on the doctrines of the Popish Church, and
has terminated in the complete discomfiture of the latter. Never was a gVeater
victory achieved than on this occasion, and the effect of it will be felt tlirough the
length and breadth of the enslaved dominions of Popery. The controversy was
protracted for nine days, and was unexpectedly concluded, in consequence of the

Rev. Father being unable any longer to sustain the well-directed artillery of his

successful opponent.
From the Dublin Eveninff Mail.

The discussion between the Rev. Tresham D. Gregg and the llc\. Thomas



Maguire has come to a close. The Roman Catholic party have formally declined

to continue the controversy—the most interesting, and probably the most im-

portant discufsion which our times have witnessed. We feel a pleasing triumph
in using the liberty we enjoy, and expressing our entire contentment with the

whole proceeding.
The dissenter is not a separatist from the Church of Rome. He has come

forth out of the bosom of the Church of England, and with her is his immediate
controversy. His quarrel with Rome is but mediate—nay, remote; and his

position requires him to justify nothing of his own institutions or faith, until

first the Church of England has justified her sccpssion and his inclusively. The
true quarrel is between the member of the Anglican Church and the member of

tlie Church of Rome ; and therefore, entering into the argument on this ground,
Mr. Gregg occopied the very position which enabled him to wield the spiritual

sworJ, that is the Word of God, with its full effect He stood upon the founda-
tions of the Church, and on her acknowledged and recognised formulae and laws

;

and he was thence enabled to use all her constitutional wt-apons with advantage.
The Bible is the charter, the constitidion of the Established Church—of the
Church of God—and, in Mr. Giegg's position, his appeal to its authority, his

voucher for its genuineness and authenticity, and his confidence in its true in-

terpretation, were as conclusive as they were easy and free from cavil.

From the Dublin Record, during the Discussion.

Let our report go forth as it stands. We appeal to it without a moment's
hesitation, as affording a noble and convincing evidence of the clear and manifest
triumph of truth during, and at the end of, those two daj-s of trial. The Lord has
blessed the work in the bands of His servant, and the prayers of His believing
]icople have been manifestly answered. Thus far the battle has gone gloriously
tor us, and a great victory has been achieved. In Mr. Maguire we perceive all

bis accustomed fluency and readiness, and, on the first day at least, we might add,
bis usual confidence also. Of our friend Mr. Grcgi?, we cannot possibly speak in
the frigid terms of supervising criticism ; and we must not cive way to' those ex-
]n-. ssions of pIo:sure and satisfaction, at the manner in which he has been enabled
thus far to perform his great work.

Second Notice.
The farther progress of thic contest leaves is nothing to wish for. The Goliah

of lri>h Popery his been brought low—so low that all that can be said of him is

that he is alive. The [newspaper] reports, with all our care, give no adequate
iiica of the clearness of argument, the perspicuity of style, the point, vigour, and
iicci?-ion ofour admirable champion, for such we phidly hail hina. The priests of
the apos asy all feel it deeply. God has sent upon them a strong delusion in pro-
vcikiug this controversy ; and they are trembling for the consequences. They see
what an exposure they have brought upon themselves; they see what an able
(hampion of the truth it has plcast-cl God to raise up ; they perceive what a tre-
mendous casligation he has inflicted on their (as they vainly hope) indomitable
hero ; and pi-rceiving how adn irably our advocate has used every opportunity,
not merely to oveiturn error, but toimpres' truth—not to ensure a conquest merely,
but to efl' ct a coiivcigion.—the terr'fic result yawns before them, they feel keenly
and sorely that their craft is in danijcr.

Our present conviction is, that thp Rev. Mr. Greg? has, by God's permission,
stiuck a blow in Iieland, which will be felt in its remotest corner—a deadly blow
at the Iliad uf the beast.

Third Aot'ce, at the conclusion of the Discussion.
It if qnfto unnecessary to exert any little weight that our opinion m.iy have

wi h oi-r readers, in order to convince thom of the reality of the signal victory -we
have obluined in this re.narkablp, and, as wo trust it will lon(<be, this memorable
rontri)ver«y. We have an immediate and palpable victory, felt, we are sure, and
admitted by Roman Catholics themselves ; and felt, too, and acknowledged, by
I'ro'f -uiits also, we trust, in a Christian spirit of j oy and thanklulnens. Mr.
(in I'd has occupied a plice, and performed a great undertaking, for which he has
vi,'.*. il hiuisdf tniineiitly qualifii'd, and to which he seems to have been called
Ml thu i'rovid.Micc of God. Wc cannot speak too h ^;hly of the ability und the
(pint with which ho ha.s executid his task. It was iiohly done in the Lord's
••tri'nglh, from tiist to last. As to Topcry and its priests, never, we believe,
w. ro they so powerfully exposed,— never, certainly, were they shown UD
>'i'li »uch unc mproiuisiog severity iu Iho presence of hundreds of Roman
(uihnlict.



From the Leinster Express.
Since the days of the great German Reformer, when the voice of truth was

heard assailing her doctrines from the cloister of Wittemburg, the Papal
Church never met a more potent adversary than the Rev. Mr. Gregg. He
chased his subtle adversary through all the labyrinths of wily arguments and
slippery evasions. No perversion could foil, no declamation disconcert him

—

no smooth and specious but false gloss of reason could deceive him. He drove
his adversary from his different positions, and then followed him with the
greatest perseverance and pertinacity through the perplexing doubles of a
peculiar sophistry, defeating every attempt and artifice to elude his immiti-
gable pursuit. Mr. Gregg's answer to Mr. Maguire, when the latter defied him
to prove the authenticity of the Bible, is, we think, one of the severest and
most solemn specimens of eloquent rebuke we have ever read ; and we are
sure it will take a long time to erase the effects of his exposure of that canon-
ized Dens from the public mind. The marble, the statuary, and graven silver

of the sculptor could not last as long. Mr. Gregg undtrrtook the discussion
under the most discouraging circumstances, and we cannot too much admire
the honest confidence that made him hold out against all the cold dissuasion
of distrustful friends. His conduct on that occasion not a little resembled that
of Luther, who, when advised not to go to the Diet of Worms, resolutely de-
clared that he would go, " though there were as many devils there as tiles on
the houses."

From the Carlow Sentinel.

We have attentively perused the discu-^^sion between Messrs. Gregg and
Maguire ; and we believe we may add that, since the Reformation, the power of
our liege lord the Pope never received so fatal a blow in Ireland. Mr. Maguire,
the great Goliah of the Irish priesthood, was prostrated ; in fact, with him it was
a continued scene of shifting and manoeuvring to evade the force of truth, power-
fully brought to bear upon the superstitions he vainly defended. He fled for
refuge to the fathers of the Church, and occasionally attempted to shelter him=iolf

beneath the wings of Dr. Jeremy Taylor, Thorndyke, and Protestant divines; but
was hunted out of every position by his powerful opponent, who grappled with
every sophism with a vigour and strength of reasoning which astonished him.

Frorn the Cork Constitution.
Mr. Gregg has done good seivice to the cause of truth. Brushing aside the

sophisms by which an ingenious and accomplished disputant endeavoured to mis-
lead him, he stood unflinchingly by the oracles of God—refused all recognition of
the phantasies of Rome, and rending the veil from the " mystery of iniquity,"
made such an exposure of the foulness it concealed, as that the very " sons whom
she had brought up " stood aghast at the impurities of their delinquent mother.

From the Derri/ S"utinel
No event which has occuired for many yenrs should yield the Protestants of

Ireland more genuine, more solemn satisfaction, than the controversy between
the Reverends T. D. Gregg and T. Maguire. No doubt the spirit of some
will be chafed, particularly among the ignorant and bigotted ; but the contro-
versy will lead also to thoughtful inquiry, and many a deluded Roman Catholic
will be taught by it to ''search the Scriptures," and to abandon a system which
substitutes a round of formal empty services, with all the trumpery of beads,
holy water, scapulars, cords, and relics for that spiritual wor.'hip which God
has declared that He will alone receive, and which is the only worship worthy
a rational and immortal being. Yes, this controversy will lighten the moral
gloom that rests on our country, and the Sun of Righteousness will penetrate
the mists of superstition until, by degrees, He shall shine more and more unto
the perfect day.

From the Drogheda Conservative.
The discussion between the Rev. Mr. Gregg and Father Tom Maguire has

come to a close—the champion of mother Church having fled the field, conscious
that in his opponent he had caught a Tertar. As it is, we are convinced that
Popery has received a blow in the recent discussion, which it will never recover
in this country.

From the Fermanagh Reporter.
Mr. Gregg's services in the cause of truth have become duly appreciated.

The vulgar abuse which the radical press is heaping on him is grateful to the
ears of Protestants, who can see that there would be little of this passionate
ebullition of spleen if they did not smart under the mortification of defeat, on
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the same principle that children seldom cry until they are hurt. In the chief

towns meetings have been held, and complimentaiy resolutions and addresses

are showering upon him. Every good man and true will lose no time ii coming

forward and adding the weight of his individual testimony to the general

feeling of rational gratitude with which Mr. Gregg's cflforts deserve to b greeted.

From the Kilkenny Moderator.

The late discussion has inflicted a wound on the side of Popery, from the

effects of which she will take some time to recover. It is admitted on all hands,

that Mr. Maguire is an able casuist, but whea opposed to the champion of truth,

who wielded his weapons with consummate skill and ingenuity, he was utterly

confounded. Indeed, the mercQess exposure of the superstitions of the Apostate

Church struck the priests with such dismay as to induce them to quit the field.

Mr. Gregg laid the system open in all its naked dcf^trmity. The great champion
of Popery is now laid low. We shall hear no more of his peregrinations to

Glasgow, or of his challenges to the Protestant clergy ; and we should not be

surprised if the confession box were in future carefully guarded, if not voted use-

less, after Mr. Gregg's exposure of its contents. We have had a great victory.

The closing scene is extremely fine, if not dramatic—to behold priestcraft

stripped of every tattered garment, and exhibited to the gaze of the astonished

multitude, was a scene both novel and interesting. To see the consecrated

trumpery, beads, holy cords, gospels, hair shirts, knee bones, holy candles, and
so forth, laughed at even by the Roman Catholics, is a circumstance which
appears to us to force Popery to a crisis. The astonishment of the priests may
well be conceived when husbandd, fathers, and brothers, were let into the secrets

of Peter Dens—when the mysteries of the confessional were exposed to public

view.
From the Limerick Standard.

Universally admitted as it now is, that the victory obtained by Mr. Gregg has
been the most triumphant and complete that has been achieved in late years, it

becomes our bounden duty to offer up our thanks, in the first place, to ilim who
so graciously enabled His servant to combat with success against the powers of

darkness.
Fro7n the Londonderry Standard.

The most extraordinary discussion perhaps ever witnessed—that which
recently occupied the public mind—has come to a close. A victory more com-
plete we could not have wished for. Mr. Gregg proved himself a very David
against the Popish Ooliah. He had no mercy on the apostate Church—he
dealt his blows one after another with a force and pertinacity which nston-
i.shcd while it stupified his adversary. People could scarce believe their ears
while the Protestant champion uttircd the tremendous truths of Christianity
before those who only knew them through the mist and shadow of Roman dog-
matism. It almost appeared as if this brilliant disputant had been raised up for
the overthrow of Popery in this country ; at least he spoke as if he thought so.

His denunciations of the apostate Church and its theologians were terrific. Even
in the poorest weapon of the controveri^ialist, that of personal sarcasm, he w;is
unmeasurably more skilful than his opponent.

From the Sfiyo Journnl.
We have read with deep interest the importmt discussion between Messrs.

Gregg and Maguire, but forcbore any comment upon the proceedings until we
should ascertain the result. Mr. (iregg has now, it must be acknowledged even
by the opposing party, been gloriously triumpliant over the celebrated champion
ot Popery, both in the sounilncss of his logic, the power of his argument, the
uncompromising boldness with which ho assailed the mysterious system and
unbending determination to cxpo.se the fallacy of her superstition to the last.

It is needless to make the slightest allusion to the manner in which the discussion
terminated. We congratulate Mr. Gregg upon the victory. It is well that an
extinguisher has been put on Mr. Mnguirv's vanntings.

From (he Westmeath Giiardiiin.
Theifsurofthe contest between the two Churches will naturally benefit the

cnusc of truth, and should be hailed with satisfiction and delight by every friend
of civil and reliKious liberty. Mr. Maguire left thp field in po.sse.ssion of his op-
ponent. He was foiled in argument, defeated in all his false positions, and driven
out of all his rcsiiutces.

•»• The Noticcx of all the contemi)oranet>tu Church of Enp'and Pajfri
mre of the same character.
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